
 

AUTOMATIC GATES SAFETY EDGES WHY? 

 

Why do we have to have safety edges fitted? If you are the owner of the system, then it is 

your final decision whether they are installed or not! 

 

What do you mean? Owners of a powered systems, are ultimately responsible for their 

safe operation and any consequential loss or injury caused, could result in a claim against 

them? The legal position currently classifies power operated gates, as an ‘In situ 

machine’ having to be installed and maintained in accordance with British Standards. 

 

             
 

What does that mean to me? Unfortunately, the tragic lose of a young child’s life in 

2006 sparked an awareness of the potential risk of serious injury, from a powered gate. 

Many reasons contributed to this tragic accident, but the blame was focused upon the 

pressure or force of the gate and the consequential injury it caused. 

 

Following a lengthy court hearing, all powered gate equipment manufacturers had to 

redevelop their products so that similar accidents should not happen again. The 

authorities including the HSE were keen to promote solutions to this concern and initially 

agreed to the DHF’s ‘Guide to gate safety legislation and harmonised standards’. This has 

since been followed by the DHF & NSI ‘Code-of-practice’. 

 

       
 

A focus upon force limitation and such hazard solving, avoiding impact and entrapment 

with each motor reversing to prevent injury was originally the main area of consideration. 



This encouraged the installation of more safety products, such as safety edges and to 

function correctly, other compatible upgraded items become necessary (more reactive 

compliant control boards etc.) Always mindful that more devices to go wrong will 

inevitably affect overall system reliability, a review of all options is always advised. 

 

This is a frustration where an existing automatic gate is identified as not being compliant 

to the new/current standards and recommendations have to be given accordingly. 

 

  
 

Does this happen often? Almost every time! With the changing rules and regulations, 

most systems have some feature that is now, non-compliant and this causes the 

maintainer a dilemma. Having to recommend additional safety solutions and risk 

experiencing more system failure or customer complaint from additional item failure. 

 

     
 

What is the solution? We are always trying to find a more satisfactory solutions that suit 

the owner, maintainer and users of each system. Better installation design and the most 

reliable and financially justifiable products to suit each individual system are advised. 

 

If hazard risks are deemed as potentially serious, then we are advised to have the system 

decommissioned and made safe (turned off)! 

 

Daily people add safety and others remove it, in favour of reliability, risk is yours! 
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